SKF Super-precision
manager app

Select the right bearing with
super precision
With this app it only takes a few seconds to find out if the super-precision
bearing in your hand is the right match. All you have to do is scan the
packaging or the bearing itself to get direct access to product data and
mounting procedure. If you need a set of bearings, you find a simple and
precise way of grouping universally matchable bearings.

Track the bearing
• Product facts
The app gives you easy access to a wide range of data such as the country and
date of manufacturing, and bearing dimensional data.
• Mounting instructions
With the app you can scan the bearing or packaging and easily find a convenient
electronic report with mounting procedures. This not only saves time but also
guarantees proper installation.
• Measurement report
The app is capable of automatically creating measurement reports providing
bearing dimensional data. You can open, print and share the product data in
different formats. The risk of error decreases as you do not need to manually
record data.

Bearing matching function
Single universal bearings can be matched together to obtain sets. To get the best
performance from the set, it is fundamental to consider some important geometrical bearing parameters. The app will support you in carrying out the proper
selection.

Accelerate growth with SKF data
Access to accurate and up to date data is crucial. Using an application programming interface (API) allows you to build your own technical solutions around
tools and machinery while accessing vast quantities of SKF data. An API lets
you integrate your solutions with SKF to optimize your business and ultimately
increase the lifetime of assets and lower your costs. For more information, see
https://www.skf.com/group/support/apis
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Download the app
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Scan the packaging or the bearing
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Ready to use

Available in following languages:
English
French
German
Italian
Spanish

Portuguese
Swedish
Czech
Polish
Russian

Simplified Chinese
Traditional Chinese
Japanese
Korean
Vietnamese

Download SKF Super-precision
manager app
It does not only ensure that you have the right bearing, you also get access to mounting
instructions and product data. The app makes it easier to select proper universally
matchable bearings to create sets. This choice is critical when for example mounting
bearings in spindle applications.
Even maintenance and documentation become a lot easier. You can track the history of
each bearing and create documentation that you can either print or forward electronically.
This saves time and reduces the risk of error since you don’t have to manually re-enter
data from handwritten reports.

Download the app here
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